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THEME: Advent Paper Chain Countdown 
 

The dark days of December seem a long time for Squirrels to wait until Christmas Day, this novel craft 
will make the period of Advent fly by! 
 
An introductory activity can be used as the Squirrels arrive at the meeting place – colouring or simple 
puzzles can keep children occupied until all the Drey arrives or use a ‘joining-in’ style game, such as 
‘The farmer wants a wife’ or a circle format ball game. 
Add snack time where necessary! 

 
 

TIME 

(mins) 
ACTIVITY EQUIPMENT 

5 Welcome, Register, Opening Ceremony, Introduction to Programme 
10 GAME: Countdown And Run 

o The Squirrels stand in a line across one end of the hall 
o A Leader counts down from a number each time and during 

this time they have to run on the spot 
o When ‘zero’ is reached they sprint to the other end of the 

hall, where they turn round ready to go again! 
o A Leader should vary the length of time the Squirrels run on 

the spot by counting down from five, then two, then ten and 
so on! 

 

None 

10 GAME: Chalk Numbers 
o Draw some circles at random on the floor with chalk and 

write a number which the Squirrels can easily recognise in 
each circle 

o A Leader calls out a number from a circle and the Squirrels 
have to find it and crowd into the circle 

 

Chalk 

10 CRAFT: Advent Paper Chain Countdown 
o Give each child 24 strips of coloured paper to make a paper 

chain (one loop for each day of Advent); some Squirrels will 
need assistance to glue the loops of the chain together! 

o Attach the bell and poem to the last loop of the chain 
o Ensure that the Squirrels understand that this special 

decoration can have one paper chain loop removed each day 
until they reach the bell on Christmas Day! 

 

Bell shape card with 
poem for each child  
Strips of bright coloured 
paper or wrapping paper 
2cms x 21cms (24 per 
child) 
Glue, staplers 
 

10 STORY: Tell a simple version of The Nativity Story and the time 
leading up to Jesus’ birth. 
 

Story notes 

10 GAME: Number Time 
o The Squirrels run around the hall until a Leader calls out a 

number – choose numbers depending on size of Drey! 
o The Squirrels then get together to form little groups of that 

number! 
 

None 

5 Closing, Home  
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Advent Paper Chain Countdown Poems 
Choose a poem from the selection below to add to the Christmas Bell! 

 
From now until Christmas 
Is the longest time of year. 
It seems as though old Santa 
Never will appear. 
How many days ‘til Christmas 
Is mighty hard to count. 
So this little paper chain 
Will show the exact amount. 
Take one of the chains off each night 
When Sandman casts his spell. 
And Christmas will be here real soon 
By the time you reach the bell! 
 
 
Each night before Christmas 
Before you lay down your head 
Take off one loop 
Then hop into bed. 
When Christmas will come 
‘Tis easy to tell 
For that is the night 
You come to the bell. 
 
 
Christmas day will soon be here, 
And I can hardly wait. 
I’ve made this little paper chain 
To help me celebrate. 
I’ll cut one loop off each day; 
Please help me to remember. 
‘Til I reach the golden loop on 
that happy day – the 25th of December! 
 

(make 25 loops for the verse above and use shiny gold foil paper for the final loop) 
 
 
Each night before Christmas after goodnights have been said, 
Tear off one loop then hop into bed. 
When Christmas will come it’s easy to tell, 
For that is the night you reach the bell! 
 


